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IT'S EASY TO FALL IN LOVE WITH THE VAIL VALLEY.
It's tougher to find a slice of the 'alle~ that still feels untouched
by the area's e\'er-eA'panding de\'elopment. But a few lucky souls
find a \\ay to build their mrn ha, ens in one of olorado's most
desirable spots. This home is just that kind of place.
Its mrners had lhcd in lhe \alle) for a \1hile, in a home <1long
Gore Creek, \\here they loved C\Cl)thing but rhe ound of trucks
braking on 1-iO. o they sought out a quieter spot and found it in
the old homestead lot in Cattleman's Club, a stretch of land in a
\'alley we t of dwards that used to be a working ranch. The 4-

acre Jot ha ' perfect \ iC\I S OF the mountains-and not much else.
The O\tners ga,·c architect Tom Cole, principal of Points \Vest,
clear instructions: The) 11emtcd (mosdy) single-lei el living in a
home that didn't feel too big for l\\O people or too small for a
crowd. Cole was la ked to trade the typical mountain design 1·ernacular for an airier, contemporal) look-and he had to make the
most of those eye-catching 1iews.
The architect's design deli\'er~. The home's structural system is
nearl) invisible, \\'ilh no big wood beams or chunk1 columns to »
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" SIMPLICITY AND
PURENESS OF
FORM, WHILE
THEY LOOK EASY,
ARE OFTEN A LOT
HARDER TO PULL
OFF THAN MORE
ORNATE
DESIGNS. "
TOM COLE

support its heft. Cole skipped the traditional gabled roof in fa\or
of a shed roof that points perfectly to the majestic peaks behind
the house. On the exterior, glass, stone and steel lend a handsome. contemporary feel.
Perhaps Cole's greatest feat. however, is the master suite.
perched on one end of the house and connected to the li\'ing
spaces by an enclosed glass bridge that spans a water feature.
"The owners loved the idea that there could be a discrete master
suite that's still connected to the rest of the house." he says. "It
feels intimate and yet part of the\\ hole."
Inside Cole's \\ell-conceived shell, interior designer Roh} n
cotl honored the O\\ ners' \\ ishes for a "Zen, organic, simple"
space. The monochromatic paleuc, mainl> warm br01rns and
cool grays. gets a little spice from occa ional pop of color. And
Scott layered textures gcm:rousl~. For example. the master hedroom·s fireplace shows off limestone in three different textures.
a trick that adds interest without taking awa~ from the room' »

glorious dews. "Using the same materials in different applications
or \vith var:ing tC'xtures creates that 'Zen' feel," the designer sa}S.
laterials inside the home take their cue from the outdoors:
Fir on the ceiling e\lends outside, creating chemistry between indoors and out. Interior stone walls refer lo the e,\.terior, and as
often as possible, walls of glass open to terraces for a blast of fresh
high-country uir and unobstructed mountain panoramas.
Nothing quite compare to those views, but the jaw-dropping
kitchen comes dose. Denver's tudio Como designed the sleek
oak Poliform cabinet ; the wood has a striking grain. which the
designers oriented horizontally. Concrete tiles cover the floor, and
walnut planks top the bar.
The home's total effect is peaceful, removed from the valley's
bustle but keenl} connected to thi part of Colorado. "It's full of
light and \iews;'Cole says."It"s a sanctuary on this gorgeous site."
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Visit mountainliving.com/zenmastered for
a guide to this home's products and pros.

